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History and Science
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Earliest Known History of Vaccinations

• The first vaccinations may have
been performed by Buddhist
monks, who drank snake venom to
confer immunity to snake bites.
• Variolation (practice of smearing
skin tears with cowpox to confer
immunity to smallpox) was
practiced in 17th century China.
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Edward Jenner
• Jenner was a doctor largely unknown outside of
rural Gloucestershire, England.
• In 1796, Jenner inoculated a 13 year old boy
with cowpox, and demonstrated immunity to
smallpox.
• In 1798, Jenner publishes a 75 page illustrated
manual detailing the vaccination (from the
Latin word for cow) process.
• The King of Spain sends vaccination as a “divine
gift” to the Spanish colonies.
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The First “Anti-Vaxxers”
 Edward Jenner was attacked by church officials, who
reasoned that smallpox was a God-given fact of life and
death.
 Others believed smallpox was a force for good, because it
“tended to cull the children of the poor,” preventing
society from being overrun by the lower classes.
 Other anti-vaccination advocates included those with
competing “cures” for smallpox, such as leeches,
purgatives, or silver needles.
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“Dr. Squirrel’s Theory”
• Writing as “Dr. Squirrel,” one
physician claimed that vaccination
could transmit bovine traits.
• Affected children “bellowed, ran
around on all fours, and developed
distinctly cow-like facial features.”
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(Unidentified sufferer of smallpox vaccine side effects, circa 1802)
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“Pro-Vaccination” Efforts
 In British ruled India, devout Hindus refused to be injected with cow
products, but a “lucky” discovery of an ancient Sanskrit text showed
that Hindu physicians had discovered vaccination centuries earlier.
 The “ancient” manuscript was later proved to have been forged in a
hotel room in Madras (now known as Chennai) by a British museum’s
expert in Sanskrit.
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DAN!
 In 1967, Bernard Rimland, Ph.D. began Defeat Autism Now!
(DAN!), a nonprofit organization linking autism to vaccines,
and proposing detox and dietary supplements as a cure.
 In July 1999, leading US public health and medical
organizations agreed that thimerosal (mercury containing
preservative) should be reduced or eliminated from vaccines.
 In 2001, The Institute of Medicine’s Immunization Safety
Review Committee cited a lack of evidence that thimerosal
causes autism, ADHD, or speech/language delays.
 DAN! closed in 2011.
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Dr. Andrew Wakefield’s 1998 Lancet Paper

§ 12 children in study, with chronic enterocolitis and
regressive developmental disorder
§ 8 children had health issues that parents anecdotally
associated with MMR vaccine
§ Conclusion: vaccines led to onset of gastrointestinal
disease and developmental regression/autism
§ Wakefield encouraged single vaccines rather than
combination MMR
§ Parents of autistic children interpreted the study to
mean vaccines caused autism.
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“The Rest of The Story” (credit to Paul Harvey . . . )
 In 2010, The Lancet retracted the article, stating that
“several elements” of the 1998 paper were
“incorrect, contrary to the findings of an earlier
investigation.”
 The General Medical Council (Britain) found that the
subjects of the original study were handpicked (not
a blind study) and that lawyers representing the
children’s parents in lawsuits against vaccine
manufacturers financed the study.
 Original study resulted in a decrease in vaccinations,
which led to an outbreak of measles in 2008 and
2009 in England.
 Retraction of the study has not decreased the
believe that vaccines cause autism.
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National Vaccine Injury Compensation Program
• Established through the National Childhood
Vaccine Injury Act of 1986
• No fault system
• 21st Century Cures Act, effective December
2016, added new categories of vaccines and
covers pregnant women and live-born children
in utero at the time of the vaccine and
sustaining an injury
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National Vaccine Injury Compensation Program
 Administered through the Department of
Health and Human Services, Division of
Injury Compensation Programs
 Vaccine Injury Compensation Trust Fund,
from which claims are paid, is funded by a
$0.75 excise tax on each dose of a vaccine
(i.e., MMR is taxed $2.25, influenza $0.75)
Vaccine court is housed in a red brick building in Washington,
D.C., two minutes from the White House.
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National Vaccine Injury Compensation Program
(6883 cases compensated 1988 - 10/1/19)
Benefits for Claimants

 No fault, shorter time frame to
compensation (2-3 years)
 Cases decided by Special Masters in
Federal Court
 Covers 12 different types of vaccines

Benefits for Vaccine Manufacturers
 Limits liability
 Allows manufacturers to focus on
maintaining stable supply of vaccines
 No-fault system

 Injury must fall within certain
parameters for time of onset and
actual injury
21
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Panelist: Dr. Ellen Wright Clayton
Vanderbilt Law School, Craig-Weaver Professor of Pediatrics,
Professor of Law, Professor of Health Policy
Chair, Committee to Review Adverse Effects of Vaccines
Education: M.D. Harvard University, J.D. Yale University, M.S. Stanford
University, B.S. Duke University
Sample Publications: Childhood Vaccine Exemptions: A Broader
Perspective Is Required (2016); Adverse Effects of Vaccines: Evidence
and Causality, ed. (2012); Parents' Responses to Vaccine Information
Pamphlets (1994); Compensation under the National Childhood
Vaccine Injury Act (1990)
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Panelist: Jane Young
General Counsel, Tennessee Department of Health
Education: J.D. University of Tennessee College of Law, B.A.
Samford University
Experience: Senior Counsel, Tennessee Attorney General’s
Office; Staff Attorney, Tennessee Supreme Court; Staff
Attorney, United States Department of Health and Human
Services
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Panelist: Dr. Michelle “Shelly” Fiscus
Director of Vaccine-Preventable Diseases and Immunizations and
Program Deputy Medical Director, Division of Family Health and
Wellness, Tennessee Department of Health
Board Certified Pediatrician
Co-Founder, Cool Springs Pediatrics, Franklin, TN
Associate Clinical Professor, Department of Pediatrics, Monroe Carrell
Jr. Children’s Hospital at Vanderbilt
Education: M.D. Indiana University School of Medicine
Experience: Past President, Tennessee Chapter of American Academy
of Pediatrics (TNAAP), 2014-15; Fellow of the American Academy of
Pediatrics; Residency in Pediatrics, James Whitcomb Riley Hospital for
Children at Indiana University Medical Center in Indianapolis, IN
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FRANKIE & JANICE FLOOD, Twins
Born in Syracuse, New York in 1947
Polio
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Poll Question 4: ANSWER
C.

1.3% or 988
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Diseases Covered by Tennessee Child Care and School Immunization Requirements

TN Rule Chapter 1200-14-01-.29: “Immunization Against Certain Diseases Prior to School Attendance in Tennessee”
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Legal and Ethical
Dimensions
A Look at the States
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Legal and Ethical Dimensions: A Look at the States
 State survey
 Vaccine requirements: all 50 states
 Vaccine exemptions
 Religious: 45 states, Washington D.C.
 Philosophical: 15 states (i.e. personal, moral, or other beliefs)

 Measles on the rise
 CDC: 1,250 cases of measles, 31 states, through October 3, 2019
 Greatest number of cases in U.S. since 1992
 Most cases among people who were not vaccinated

States With Religious and Philosophical Exemptions From School Immunization Requirements, NCSL (June 14, 2019), http://www.ncsl.org/research/health/school-immunizationexemption-state-laws.aspx; Center for Disease Control, https://www.cdc.gov/measles/cases-outbreaks.html (last visited Oct. 20, 2019).
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TREND
Restrict or Remove Personal Belief Exemptions

2015

Vermont
HB 98: repealed personal
belief exemption

36
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TREND
Restrict or Remove Personal Belief Exemptions

2015

2019

26 state legislatures introduced bills
to restrict vaccine exemptions for
either personal or religious reasons
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TREND
Restrict or Remove Personal Belief Exemptions
Washington
HB 1638: removed personal
belief exemption for MMR
vaccine in public schools,
private schools, and day care
centers
California
SB 276: required state health
department to review doctor’s
exemption forms if doctor has issued
more than five medical exemptions
in a year or in school districts with
low immunization rates
SB 714: grandfathered in all medical
exemptions prior to 1/1 /20 when SB
276 goes into effect

2019

New York
SB 2994: removed religious
exemption from public
schools

Maine
HB 586: removed personal
and religious belief
exemptions from public
schools
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New York Case
§ Filed in New York Supreme Court against State of NY
§ Facts:
§ Orthodox Jewish families filed suit because of the
enactment of SB 2994
§ Religious exemptions allowing children to attend public
and private schools, nursery programs
§ Children attended religious, year-long schools which
included daily prayer and worship with their peers
§ Seeking judicial intervention
§ Enjoin the repeal
§ Permit children back to school and camps

Residents of the Orthodox Jewish community in Borough Park,
Brooklyn, in 2013
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New York Case: Legal Arguments
 First Amendment requires state to demonstrate a
compelling state interest to:
 Deny religiously-based accommodation
 Overrule religiously-compelled practice
 Force a person to act against personal religious beliefs
§ Unconstitutional on First Amendment grounds because it violates:
§ Free exercise clause: without a compelling state interest, the repeal burdens the plaintiffs in
the free exercise of their religious faiths
§ Equal protection clause: repeals exemptions for children but allows exemptions for attendance
to postsecondary education institution
§ First Amendment: “absent a compelling state interest, it requires the plaintiffs to engage in
compelled expressive acts or violate a state law requiring them to send their children . . . to a
public or private school, which they are unable to do without violating their religious beliefs.”
40
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New York Case: Legal Arguments (cont.)
§ Hostile toward religion because legislation intended to regulate religious conduct of
people who previously had been granted an exemption
§ Stated that New York took no ‘effective action’ to respond to the measles outbreak
§ Legislators repeatedly showed hostility towards people with religious faiths while the
legislation was being discussed

§ Violates NY constitution Article 1, section 3
§ In Catholic Charities of Diocese of Albany v. Serio, 7 N.Y.3d (2006), Court of Appeals held that
when New York imposes “an incidental burden on the right to free exercise of religion” the
Court must consider the interest advanced by the legislation that imposes the burden and
“the respective interests must be balanced to determine whether the incident burdening is
justified.”
§ Eliminating religious exemption unreasonably interferes with religious exercise
§ The repeal has “directly impaired the ability” of children to worship with their peers
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Legal and Ethical
Dimensions
Employment Issues Regarding Vaccines
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Employment Laws Implicated by Employer Mandated
Vaccine Policies
Title VII
• Bars discrimination against employees, or
applicants for employment, because of sincerely
held religious beliefs (“SHRBs”)

Americans with Disabilities Act
• Bars discrimination against employees, or
applicants for employment, because of a
disability, a history of a disability
43

Obligation to Accommodate
 Title VII and ADA
 Employers must accommodate for religious or disability related reasons if they do
not create an undue hardship

 Employees’ religious or medical issues with vaccines
 Example: vaccines contain animal products
 Example: prior allergic or negative reactions

 Employers’ actions
 Healthcare organizations required flu vaccines, starting in 2010-11
 Result: uptick in employment litigation for terminations/refusals to hire

44
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EEOC Position on Vaccines: 12.5.12 Informal Discussion
(Opinion) Letter
MUST DO THE FOLLOWING
EMPLOYERS

• Accommodate Title VII or ADA requests for
exemption from vaccine requirements if no
undue hardship

EMPLOYEES

• Cooperate with a request for information

MAY DO THE FOLLOWING
• Request supporting information for religious
accommodation requests
• Does not have to come from a church official or
member
• Can come from others aware of the employee’s
religious beliefs or practices
• Impose infection control measures
• Cannot be done for discriminatory or retaliatory
purposes
• Example: masks
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EEOC: Vaccine-Related Discrimination Cases
EEOC v. St. Vincent Health Ctr.

EEOC v. Mission Hospital

• Employer policy
• Flu vaccine required unless
exemption (mask)
• Employer refused exemption for
plaintiffs, but granted for 14 others
• Consent decree
• Must grant exemptions to all
with SHRB unless undue hardship
• Need process for
accommodations
• $300,000 settlement

• Employer policy
• Flu vaccine by date certain
• Religious exemption by Sept. 1 or
automatically denied
• 3 requests after Sept. 1 deadline,
denied
• Consent decree
• Revise policy, allow exemption
request when vaccines required
• “Title VII requires employers to
make a real effort to provide
reasonable religious
accommodations to employees
who notify the company that
their [SHRBs] conflict with a
company’s employment policy.”
• $89,000.00 settlement

EEOC v. Memorial Healthcare
• Medical transcriptionist applicant,
Christian beliefs required no flu
vaccine or spray
• Employer revoked offer
• Applicant offered to wear mask
until work from home
• Consent decree
• Allow masks for religious
exemptions, not just medical
exemptions
• $74,000.00 settlement
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Recent Federal Cases Examining Religious & Medical Vaccine
Exemption Claims
Robinson v.
Children’s
Hospital of
Boston
2016 WL 1337255,
(D. Mass. 2016)

Fallon v. Mercy
Catholic
Medical Center
877 F.3d 487 (3rd
Cir. 2017)

• Employee: requested religious exemption from vaccine as a Muslim, pork byproducts
• Hospital: offered alternative vaccine, leave to find non-patient contact position
• Employee: religious and quasi-medical excuses
• Court found employer tried to reasonably accommodate but employee had a duty to cooperate,
which she did not
• Undue hardship for employee to work with patients without vaccination

• Flu vaccine required OR exemption for medical or religious reasons + mask requirement
• Plaintiff: not member of religious organization, strong personal beliefs, submitted essay
• Exemption granted years 1 and 2, denied year 3
• Policy change: clergy requirement
• Not valid religion, only focused on vaccines, not some higher/deeper belief
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Definition of “Religion”: U.S. v. Seeger, 380 US 163 (1971)
“[T]he task of a court is to decide whether the beliefs professed are sincerely
held and whether they are, in [the believer’s] own scheme of things,
religious.”
Belief in God or divine beings not necessary, “nontheistic beliefs could also
be religious within the meaning of the statute as long as they occupy in the
life of that individual a place parallel to that filled by . . . God in traditionally
religious persons.”
Citing Welch v. US, 398 US 333, 340 (1970) (internal citations omitted).
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Recent Federal Cases Examining Religious & Medical Vaccine
Exemption Claims
Ruggiero v.
Mount Nittany
Medical Center
736 Fed.Appx. 35
(3rd Cir. 2018)

Hustvet v.
Allina Health
System
910 F.3d 399 (8th
Cir. 2018)

• Plaintiff: RN with disability under the ADA
• Doctor’s note: “. . . medically exempt from receiving the Tdap immunization due to severe
anxiety . . . risk of this Tdap injection outweighs the benefits.”
• Terminated
• Rule 12 motion to dismiss overturned, remanded, hospital settled two months later
• Plaintiff: Independent Living Skills Specialist , against MMR vaccine because “health is of the
utmost concern” and “had severe cases of mumps and measles” and “many allergies and
chemical sensitivities”
• Minnesota hospital system acquired plaintiff as an employee from a merger
• Plaintiff required to undergo health assessment screen, including vaccines
• ADA case, challenge to appropriateness of health screen and failure to accommodate
• Court found:
o Appropriate screen for class of employees, job related and consistent with business necessity
o No disability – chemical sensitivities not enough, no proof of hospitalization, etc.
o No retaliation/pretext, terminated for failure to follow legitimate policy
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Robinson

Rugiero

Fallon

LESSONS

St. Vincent
Health Ctr.

 Exemptions
 Same approach for medical and religious
 Meaningful process for employees to apply for
exemptions
 Interactive process regarding requests
 Only cutoff discussion at true impasse
 Employers
 Be careful in disregarding treatment provider
information to support exemption requests
 Employees

 Be complete at the outset
 Be consistent throughout regarding the reason for their
exemption request

Hustvet
Memorial
Healthcare

Mission
Hospital

 Sincerely held religious beliefs

 Open concept
 Cannot be solely based on vaccine objections
 Does not have to be mainstream
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OLIVIA DAHL
Born in 1955 in New York, New York
Measles

Roald Dahl at home with his wife Patricia
Neal and their daughters Olivia and
Chantal in 1962.
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Current Legal, Social,
and Cultural Trends
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ROTEM AMITAI
Born in 1976 in Israel
Measles
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